
Kurt 
Seating Booths



*Smart workspaces

Kurt Booths*
Kurt brings a new dimension  
to the seating booth...
Creating another new workspace for the agile working environment, 
Kurt provides an interesting and inspiring new space for working or 
meeting in the workplace.

The softer, welcoming sofa units create a relaxing and comfortable 
place to be, while the semi-transparent, ‘voile’ curtains surrounding 
the sofa units provide a degree of privacy, while still maintaining a 
visual and acoustic connection with the workspace.
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Kurt
One person seating booth
A one-person booth provides a personal retreat, a shelter against the 
potential storm of distractions within the modern workplace, without 
a complete separation from the energy, power and vibrancy of the 
workspace. A comfortable, pleasurable and rewarding experience for 
your eyes, your body and for your levels of concentration.
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Kurt
Two person seating booth
Kurt seating booths offer a surprisingly spacious soft seating option 
for your workspace. Being able to maintain an acoustic and visual 
connection avoids the slightly claustrophobic feel that can exist with 
some other seating booths. Deliberately light in composition, Kurt has 
been designed to be a seating booth with a more relaxed, open feel, 
while maintaining a strong, but simple design structure and style.
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Kurt
Four person seating booth 
Kurt vertical supports are crafted from polished plywood, faced with 
Nano-technology matt laminate in black or white as standard, with 
black bracing rails. Vertical supports are fitted with height levellers to 
accomodate uneven floors, while the curtains are available in a range  
of high spec ‘voile’ fabrics.
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Kurt
Six person seating booth
Kurt tables are ‘free-standing’ and are available with a black 
frame and with standard MFC finishes or a black or white nano-
technology laminate top surface, on a polished ply core with 
a beautiful softly chamfered edge detail. An option for other 
laminate finishes is available.
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Kurt
It’s all in the detail
The highly gathered surrounding curtains and the 
gentle curves of the sofas bring a softer, less formal feel 
to the seating booth, while the option of lighting, tables 
and power, provides a fabulous and unique discussion, 
meeting or presentation space.
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*Great things are never 
done by just one person...
collaborate

KUR 1

KL 1 KL 2

Beech White BlackOak Maple Forest oak Natural cherry

Ice white Dove grey Lead Graphite Natural walnut

KUR 2 KUR 6

Range

Table finishes

Standard MFC Standard nano-tech laminate

Lighting

KUR 4
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